Got Stuff? You Need An Estate Plan!
George Carlin would have been a great pitchman for estate planning. You may remember his
stand-up routine on "stuff." We all have stuff, and we're pretty particular about our stuff. We
move it around with us, it's hard for some of us to get rid of it, and some of us don't like our
stuff mixed up with other people's stuff.
During your lifetime, you collect a lot of stuff, some of it valuable and some of it not. But
because it's your stuff, it means something to you. You already know you can't take it with you
when you die, so there has to be some way of distributing your stuff to other people who are
still living. Normally, you want your stuff to go to people you care about…usually your family
and special friends, sometimes a worthwhile cause. And you may want certain people to have
certain things to remember you by.
When you die, all your stuff, no matter how valuable or invaluable it is, is called your "estate."
In the simplest terms, an "estate plan" is your instructions for getting your stuff to the people
you want to have it after you die.
An estate plan must meet certain legal requirements, including that it must be written down,
it must be signed by you, and it must be witnessed by other people who see you sign it. Your
estate plan may be very simple, or it may be more complex, depending on how much stuff you
have, how long you want your stuff to provide for the people you care about, and when you
want them to actually get your stuff. For example, you'd probably want to wait a few years
before that two-year-old receives grandpa's antique pocket watch.
How do you get an estate plan? You decide who you want to get your stuff and when you want
them to get it. Your attorney then puts your instructions into a legal document called a will or
trust. (There are distinct advantages to using a trust, but we'll save that discussion for another
time.) Also, while you can legally write your own, you're much better off having an
experienced attorney do it for you.
What if you die and you don't have an estate plan? Well, there still has to be a way to get your
stuff to other people, so the state in which you live has a plan waiting if you don't have one.
The only problem is that you won't have any say in who gets your stuff, and someone might
get left out.
Example 1: If more than one of your relatives want the same part of your stuff, that can get
messy and expensive…and a lot of your stuff will be used to pay the courts and attorneys to
sort it all out. (Happens all the time.)

Example 2: If you're not married and you want your significant other to get some of your
stuff when you die, you'd better get your plan in place, or it just won't happen. Under the
state's plan, your stuff will go to your blood relatives. Period.
Example 3: If you're married and you've got kids, don't be too sure that your spouse is going
to get all your stuff. Your kids will probably get their share of your stuff, which means your
spouse may not get enough of your stuff to live on.
By the way, if your stuff includes kids, then you've really got to get a plan. Otherwise, the court
will decide who will raise them if something happens to both parents.
Scary thoughts? You bet!
Bottom line: If you're responsible enough to have your own stuff, you need to be responsible
for making sure what will happen to it after you're gone.
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